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ABSTRACT 
 

 
This paper present a comparative dosimetric analysis between boron neutron capture therapy and 

10 MV megavoltage employed in brain tumor treatments, limited to a unidirectional beam. A 

computational phantom of a human head was developed to be used in computational simulations 

of the two protocols, conducted in MCNP5 code. This phantom represents several head’s 

structures, mainly, the central nervous system and a tumor that represents a Glioblastoma 

Multiforme - one of the most malignant and aggressive brain tumors. Absorbed and biological 
weighted dose rates and neutron fluency in the computational phantom were evaluated from the 

MCNP5 code. The biologically weighted dose rate to 10 MV megavoltage beam presented no 

specificity in deposited dose in tumor. The average total biologically weighted dose rate in tumor 

was 9.93E-04 RBE.Gy.h-1/Mp.s-1 while in healthy tissue it was 8.67E-04 RBE.Gy.h-1/Mp.s-1. On 

the BNCT simulations the boron concentration was particularly relevant since the largest dose 

deposition happened in borate tissues. The average total biologically weighted dose rate in tumor 

was 3.66E-02 RBE.Gy.h-1/Mp.s-1 while in healthy tissue it was 1.39E-03 RBE.Gy.h-1/Mp.s-1. In 

comparison to the 10 MV megavoltage beam, BNCT showed clearly a largest dose deposition in 
the tumor, on average, 37 times larger than in the megavoltage beam, while in healthy tissue that 

average was only 1,6 time larger in BNCT. 

 

Key Words: BNCT, megavoltage beam, dosimetry, MCNP5, Glioblastoma Multiforme. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) is a malignant and aggressive brain tumor whose remission is 

no expected. The treatment is considered palliative and survival does not go father a year. 

Currently, surgery, radiotherapy or chemotherapy are applied on GBM in a joint, and some 

authors point out disadvantages on using such protocols [1]. 

Unlike benign tumors, the malignant brain tumors grow rapidly, spread to the adjacent tissues 

and generally can not be completely removed at surgery because of the possibility of inducing 

deficits in brain function. Most chemical compounds used in chemotherapy acts on a non-

specific, adversely affecting both malignant and benign cells, having a toxic action on the central 

nervous system. 
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Stereotactic radiosurgery, a less invasive technique, shall also employ in brain tumor control. 

However, it needs to know the brain tumor location accurately to reach a suitable planning [2,3]. 

In many situations, the definition of spatial location of cancerous cells is a challenge. Stereotactic 

radiosurgery, as a boost or a salvage therapy, has shown local control and survival benefits [4,5]. 

However, many treatment centers still use teletherapy in brain tumors treatments. This technique 

consists of a beam of photons or charged particles, whose source is distant from the patient 

around a meter. Ionizing particles are capable of destroying malignant cells, crossing through the 

healthy tissue and reaching the tumor. External nuclear particles are orientated toward tumor and 

deposit its energy spatially, and thus affect healthy tissue and tumor along your pathway [6,7]. 

BNCT - Boron Neutron Capture Therapy – is a technique which applies two protocols. First, the 

patient receives a borate compound infusion that concentrates on the cancerous cells. After, the 

tumor site is exposed to an epithermal neutron beam [8]. 

Neutrons are slowing down on the human tissues along to its pathway, reproducing a thermal 

spectrum on the tumor area. The boron absorption cross section is 3840 barns for thermal 

neutrons capture. This nuclear interaction is 10
3
 times superior to the human tissue constituent 

elements. 
10

B(n,α)
7
Li capture reaction provides an alpha particle and a lithium nucleus, in retreat, 

with a linear energy transfer of 196 keV/m and 162 keV/m, respectively. The range of those 

particles is close to a cell diameter – around 10 µm [6,9]. This fact means that the dose 

deposition originating from nuclear reaction is held on the tumor. Indeed, at 94% of the reactions 

there is also emission of gamma rays of 0.48 MeV; however, this contribution is not able to 

produce relevant biological effect compared to the alpha and lithium particles [6,8,10,11]. 

The high reaction rate occurs on tumor due to the borate composition uptake. Indeed, the cancer 

cells possess a more accelerated metabolism than the healthy cells [12,13]. Thus, there will be a 

deposition of a lower dose in the healthy tissue and a large one in the tumor. Therefore, BNCT 

has theoretical superiority in relation to the conventional radiation therapy modalities since 

promotes a selective irradiation on the cancerous cells preserving the health tissue [14,15]. 

The proposal of this article is to accomplish a dosimetric comparative analysis between the 

teletherapy use in many treatments centers and BNCT. The teletherapy adopted protocol applied 

only one 10 MV megavoltage beam toward tumor, while BNCT assumed the same windows and 

direction but a neutron beam. 

 

2. COMPUTATIONAL PHANTOM CONSTRUCTION 
 

Herein computational evaluations were accomplished taken a 10 MV megavoltage beam and 

BNCT for a Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) sites, based on MCNP5 nuclear particle code [16]. 

A computational phantom of a human’s head discretized on voxels was constructed based on the 

Visible Human Project’s images [17]. This phantom is composed by 54 axial sections, with 

voxels of 3x3x3 mm
3
 volume, and includes various structures such as skin, connective tissue, 

muscles, skull, eyes, optical nerve, adipose tissue, cartilage, nasal concha, nasopharynx, parotid 

gland, vertebra, vertebral body, mandible, mucous membrane, tongue, palate, meninges and 

cerebrospinal fluid, cortex, gray matter, white matter, corpus callosum, limbic system (including 
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the structures that make their connections and thalamus and hypothalamus), ventricles, 

hypophysis, cerebellum, brain stem and spinal cord. A GBM representative tumor with 13.7 cm
3
 

volume was also incorporated into this phantom, placed in the left temporal lobe [18,19]. The 

phantom was constructed by the helping of the SISCODES software [20] that exports the voxel 

model to MCNP5, in a format understood by this code.  

 

3. COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS 
 
 

3.1. 10 MV Megavoltage Beam Simulation 
 

The computational phantom was coupled to MCNP5 code and the absorbed dose in whole 

phantom was requested. Simulations taken an equivalent issuing source to a 10 MV LINAC 

accelerator spectrum, emitting a monodirectional photons beam, in a 5x4 cm
2
 irradiation field. 

The photons spectrum varies from 1keV up to 10MeV. It was also requested to transform the 

average energy deposition (MeV/g) in absorbed dose rate (Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

) through a conversion 

factor namely CF. This unit means that a dose rate of a gray per hour is deposited in tissue when 

submitted to a fluency of one million particles emitted per second by the source. It helps to better 

evaluate the absorbed dose (Gy) in terms of irradiation time (s) for the radiation planning. 

 

3.2. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy Simulation 
 

The same computational phantom was used in the BNCT simulation. A neutron source was 

applied, emitting an ideal monodirectional and monoenergetic neutrons beam with an energy of 

10 keV. The irradiation field was adopted 5x4 cm
2
 as the same on the 10 MV megavoltage beam. 

The computational phantom receives boron concentrations of 40 µg/g at tumor and of 8 µg/g at 

the adjacent healthy tissues, generating a healthy tissue-tumor concentration ratio of 1:5. This 

value is the concentration ratio found in some pharmacokinetic experimental studies of boron 

carries, mainly for the boronophenylalanine compound, known as BPA-fructose [8,15,21]. 

The main components that contribute to the total absorbed dose rate to BNCT, follow: DH, fast 

neutrons dose due to elastic interaction of incident neutrons with hydrogen, 
1
H(n,n)

1
H; Dγ, 

radioactive capture dose due to thermal neutrons capture by hydrogen, 
1
H(n,γ)

2
H; DN, thermal 

neutrons dose, due to thermal neutrons capture by nitrogen, 
14

N(n,p)
14

C; and DB, boron dose due 

to thermal neutrons capture by boron, 
10

B(n,α)
7
Li.  

In order to define those components it has been consider the neutrons’ beam energy 

accomplishes in this study and the chemical composition of the human tissue, as well as all 

possible interactions that can occur in agreement with the microscopic cross section of each 

chemical element present. 

The DH and Dγ components were generated by MCNP5, requiring the absorbed dose in whole 

phantom. The average energy deposition (MeV/g) was converted to absorbed dose rate (Gy.h-

1/Mp.s-1) through a CF factor, previous defined in section 3.1. 
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In a second simulation, it was requested to MCNP5 producing the neutrons fluency in each 

phantom’s voxel. Indeed, the code can not evaluate the transport of secondary protons and 
14

C 

ions, generated by 
14

N(n,p)
14

C, nor the α particles and 
7
Li nuclei, generated by

10
B(n,α)

7
Li 

reactions. Therefore, the DN and DB components were calculated by the estimation of the 

reaction rate based on the fluency and cross section values multiplied to the Q reaction value and 

converter factor. 

Twenty-seven voxels were selected for analysis, following a segment line taken from tumor 

central axis toward the incident neutrons beam, perpendicular to the irradiation window. A depth 

was associated to each selected voxel based on its position. Thus, the first voxel possesses 0.45 

cm depth and the last selected voxel possesses 15.95 cm depth. 

The reaction rates of 
14

N(n,p)
14

C and 
10

B(n,α)
7
Li at each selected voxel was investigated. The 

average energy deposited in each voxel was found from reaction number and released energy 

values. The released energy was multiplied by the same conversion factor CF. Thus, the 

absorbed dose rate in each voxel has been defined. 

 
4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN 10 MV RADIOTHERAPY AND BNCT 

 

Absorbed dose rate for each component was multiplied by a weighting factor to consider the 

biologically weighted dose rate, which takes into account the amount of energy of the several 

radiation types to achieve the same biologic end point. This weighting factor considers the 

biological effects on the tissues due to a mixed field of high and low LET radiation, present in 

this study, represented by neutrons, alpha particles and gamma rays. Thus, it is possible to 

compare the results obtained on the exposition from 10 MV megavoltage beam and the BNCT 

simulations in order to quest which technique is more effective in the treatment of the considered 

brain tumor. 

The particles emitted by source from megavoltage beam are photons that possess a weighting 

factor equal the unit. In this case, biologically weighted dose rate in each evaluated voxel is the 

same to absorbed dose rate on it. This is a conservative decision since photons with high energy 

produce a lower than unit weighting factor. 

The biologic weighting factors for the principal dose components deposited in the normal brain 

tissues and brain tumor in BNCT, according to Palmer et al. [21] are presented on Table I. 

 

 
 

Table I. Biologic weighting factors (w) for fast neutrons dose, DH; radioactive capture dose, 

Dγγγγ; thermal neutrons dose, DN; and boron dose, DB , respectively. 

 wH wγγγγ wN wB 

Tumor tissue 3.2 0.5 3.2 3.8 

Health tissue 3.2 0.5 3.2 1.3 
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Biologic weighting factor wγ used for Dγ dose rate component were assumed smaller than those 

usually applied to photons, due to the drop dose deposited by this component: maximum 3.42E-

05 Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

, in agreement with the norms of ICRP, which recommends the inclusion of a 

reduction factor in the coefficients of the probability of induction certain biological effect due to 

the drop dose rate less than 0.19 Gy/h of low LET radiations, as it is the case gamma radiation. 

The total biologically weighted dose rate Dw was obtained by the sum of absorbed dose rate 

components multiplied by their respective biologically weighting factors, as it proceeds:  

                                         Dw = DH . wH + Dγ . wγ + DN . wN + DB . wB,                                       (1) 

where Dw is the total biologically weighted dose rate; DH, Dγ, DN, and DB are, respectively, the 

absorbed dose rate due to fast neutrons, to the radioactive capture, to the neutrons capture by 

nitrogen and the neutrons capture by boron; and wH, wγ ,wN, wB are, respectively, the biologically 

weighting factors for DH, Dγ, DN, DB components. 

 

 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The computational phantom of human’s head constructed by SISCODES software is presents in 

Fig. 1. The phantom was constructed for the simulations and posses 54 axial sections, with a 

total of 376164 voxels. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.  Three-dimensional visibilization of the computational phantom of human’s head. 
 

 

 

MCNP5 code provides the absorbed dose rate on all voxels of the model, in 10 MV megavoltage 

beam simulation. In this case, the biologically weighted dose rate is the same to absorbed dose 

rate, as mentioned previously. The biologically weighted dose rate, in an irradiation field of 5x4 

cm
2
, is graphically presented in Fig. 2.  
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Figure 2.  Biologically weighted dose rate due to 10 MV megavoltage beam simulation and 
its respective values in percentage. The outstanding area represents tumor area. 
 

 

 

The maximum dose rate in the brain was 1.2E-03 RBE.Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

: above 90% of maximum 

dose rate was deposited superficially; around 88-93% in the tumor; and 65% of the maximum 

dose rate goes through all the brain tissue, as the graph shows. 

In BNCT simulations the MCNP code supplied three data, as follow: absorbed dose rate due to 

neutrons, DH component; absorbed dose due to gammas, Dγ component; and neutrons fluency, 

for the calculation of DN and DB components. The total biologically weighted dose rate and its 

BNCT components are presented on Fig. 3, taken toward a linear axis crossing the source. 
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Figure 3.  Biologically weighted dose rate components – DHwH, Dγγγγwγγγγ, DNwN and DBwB – and 
total biologically weighted dose rate – Dw, from BNCT simulation. The outstanding area 
represents the tumor area. 

 

 

In BNCT simulation, the boron concentration was incorporated only in tumor, white and gray 

matter and limbic system, which are at a deep of 2.25 up to 14.15 cm, except at a 8.15 cm depth 

that the voxel is composed by ventricle. Thus, in no borate tissue, the boron component is null, 

as shown in Fig. 3; while, in borate tissue, the dose rate from boron component contributes 

almost entirely to the total biologically weighted dose rate. 

A dosimetric comparative analysis between BNCT and 10 MV megavoltage beam simulations 

was accomplished to evaluate the dose rate distribution deposited in tumor and in healthy tissue 

during irradiation. Fig. 4 shows the total biologically weighted dose rate produced due to the two 

simulations, in beam's central axis. 
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Figure 4.  Total dose rate due to the 10 MV megavoltage beam and BNCT. The outstanding 
area represents tumor. 

 

 

There was no specificity in the tumor absorbed in megavoltage beam simulation. The average 

total biologically weighted dose rate in tumor was 9.93E-04 RBE.Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

 while in healthy 

tissue was 8.67E-04 RBE.Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

. Thus, the total biologically weighted dose rate deposited 

in tumor was, on average, only 1.14 times larger than the dose deposited in healthy tissue.  

In BNCT simulation, it was possible to realize the relevance of boron concentration since the 

largest dose deposition happened in borate tissues. The average total biologically weighted dose 

rate in tumor was 3.66E-02 RBE.Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

 while in healthy tissue it was 1.39E-03 

RBE.Gy.h
-1

/Mp.s
-1

. In this case, the biologically weighted dose rate in tumor was, on average, 26 

times larger than the total dose rate in healthy tissue. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The comparison of the biologically weighted dose rates in BNCT and in 10 MV megavoltage 

simulations showed clearly that the largest dose deposition in tumor occurs in BNCT that 

presents a dose rate 37 times larger than in megavoltage beam. In healthy tissue, the average was 
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only 1.6 times larger than in megavoltage beam, considering a same particles fluency emitted by 

source. Thus, BNCT is an alternative technique for brain tumor treatment because it intensifies 

the dose deposition at the tumor, sparing healthy brain tissue. 
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